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RIG-I-FLEX®  140 SERIES CURTAIN TRACKS

RIG-I-FLEX®  Model 140 (240) Curtain Tracks 
Curtain tracks Model 1400(1400BL) shall be of 11 gauge 
extruded aluminum I-Beam construction consisting of a center 
rib and top, intermediate and bottom flanges. Each curtain 
carrier (Model 4201(BL)) shall be spaced on 12” centers and 
shall be of steel construction to include two nylon-tired ball-
bearing wheels rolling on two separate parallel treads. Each 
curtain carrier shall consist of a free-moving plated swivel to 
accommodate curtain snap hook. Live-end (Model 1403) and 
Dead-end (Model 1404) pulley blocks shall be equipped with 
sleeve-bearing wheels adequately guarded. Nylon snap-on 
spacers shall be attached to wheel supports of curtain car-
riers. The manufacturer shall furnish two end stops (Model 
4209(BL)) for placement at track ends and a tension floor pul-
ley (Model 2865(BL)) for increasing cord tension. Track shall 
be rigidly supported from ceiling clamps (Model 1423(BL)) or 
hanging clamps (Model 4208(BL)). Stretch-resistant operat-
ing cord (Model 1728 for hand operating tracks and Model 
3529 for machine operated tracks) shall have synthetic or wire 
center and shall be of 1/4” or 3/16” diameter. Curves require 
ball-bearing spindles (Models 1458(BL) & 1459(BL)) and ball-
bearing idlers (Model 1460(BL)). 1-1/4” I.D. stiffening pipe or 
the equivalent shall be used to support both straight and curved 
areas of all suspended curved tracks. 
Model 140(240) as manufactured by Automatic Devices 
Company of Allentown, PA.

RIG-I-FLEX®  Model 140-R (240-R) Curtain Tracks 
Curtain tracks Model 1400(1400BL) shall be of 11 gauge 
extruded aluminum I-Beam construction consisting of a center 
rib and top, intermediate and bottom flanges. Each curtain 
carrier (Model 4237(BL)) shall be spaced on 12” centers and 
shall be of steel construction to include two solid nylon wheels 
rolling on two separate parallel treads. Each curtain carrier 
shall consist of a free-moving plated swivel to accommodate 
curtain snap hook. Live-end (Model 1403) and Dead-end 
(Model 1404) pulley blocks shall be equipped with sleeve-
bearing wheels adequately guarded. Nylon snap-on spacers 
shall be attached to wheel supports of curtain carriers.  The 
manufacturer shall furnish two end stops (Model 4209(BL)) 
for placement at track ends and a tension floor pulley (Model 
2865(BL)) for increasing cord tension. Track shall be rigidly 
supported from ceiling clamps (Model 1423(BL)) or hanging 
clamps (Model 4208(BL)). Stretch-resistant operating cord  
(Model 1728 for hand operating tracks and Model 3529 for 
machine operated tracks) shall have synthetic or wire center 
and shall be of 1/4” or 3/16” diameter. Curves require ball-
bearing spindles  (Models 1458(BL) & 1459(BL)) and ball-
bearing idlers (Model 1460(BL)). 1-1/4” I.D. stiffening pipe 
or the equivalent shall be used to support both straight and 
curved areas of all suspended curved tracks. 
Model 140-R(240-R) as manufactured by Automatic Devices 
Company of Allentown, PA.

SPECIFICATIONS:

140

BL = Black Finish
2XX Series Track 
Systems have a black finish.

140 RIG-I-FLEX® CWANA code

Parts
Included

CORD OPERATED/MOTORIZED WALK-ALONG
140

(240)
140-R

(240-R)
141

(241)
141-R

(241-R)
142

(242)
142-R

(242-R)

STRAIGHT √ √ √ √

CURVED √ √

Single
Carriers

4201 (BL) √ √ √

4237 (BL) √ √ √

Master
Carriers

1438 (BL) √ √

1402 (BL) √ √

4252 (BL) √ 

4253 √

Pulleys

1403 √ √

1403-B √ √

1404 √ √ √ √

2865 (BL) √ √ √ √

Spindles 
& Idlers

1458 (BL) √ √

1459 (BL) √ √

1460 (BL) √ √

Cord 1728 √ √ √ √


